
All together now: "The NHS belongs to us!"

'The NHS belongs to the people' is the opening line of the NHS Constitution. You can almost hear Nye 

Bevan's Welsh lilt.

Some of us recall a time before the NHS. My first medical memory is being taken by my father to a dark, red-
brick Victorian villa, all brown paintwork and dim passages disappearing into the gloom. In the heavily-

draped front room, behind a leather-topped table, sat an old man: 'the doctor'. What was wrong I can't recall, 
but presumably I recovered.

Later, having gashed my head on a stone step, 'the doctor' at the cottage hospital patched me up, giving me 

a penny for being "so brave". Even at the age of seven, I thought it was poor pay. When my tonsils were 
removed (the fashion then) a nurse in uniform (what uniforms they were!) offered me strawberry jam on a 

spoon. Bliss! Astonished resentment at the foul taste came just before losing consciousness – an early 
lesson in the deceptions adults can practise on the young.    

Since 1948 my family's experience of NHS care has, with a few exceptions, been excellent; that's probably 

true for most of us. But dedicated clinical staff must work within a management system. Today, when NHS 
bureaucracy sometimes strikes me as darkly mysterious, spending parsimoniously and unwisely, and liable 

to promise good things that turn out to leave a bad taste in the mouth, perhaps it's because those earlier 
memories are embedded in my subconscious? 

'If Florence Nightingale were carrying her lamp through the corridors of the NHS today she would almost 

certainly be searching for the people in charge.' So said the 1983 Griffiths Report on NHS management. 
Nowadays, Florence would more likely be trying to avoid all the jostling groups who each think they're in 

charge – which probably comes to much the same thing.

Beyond its emphatic first line, the NHS Constitution tells us, the public, that 'You have the right to be 
involved, directly or through representatives, in the planning of healthcare services commissioned by NHS 

bodies, the development and consideration of proposals for changes in the way those services are provided, 
and in decisions to be made affecting the operation of those services.'

So let's come to here, and now. For the Dorset Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) is busy 'planning 

healthcare services' and 'considering proposals for changes in the way those services are provided' in Lyme 
and Charmouth. We have, constitutionally, 'the right to be involved'. Let's get involved.

First, please bear with me for the background: it's important.  

Lyme Regis Medical Centre (LRMC), serves about half the locally-registered residents, while Kent House 

and the Charmouth Practice divide the other half equally between them. Dr Watson at Kent House and Drs 
Beckers in Charmouth each hold indefinite Medical Service contracts with the NHS in the usual way. LRMC 

is run by Virgin Care, whose NHS contract expires in January 2019: the CCG must plan for what is then to 
happen at LRMC.



So if you're registered with Kent House or in Charmouth, you can happily relax? "Won't affect me." Not so 
fast. Those GP contracts cover only certain services: essentially, the doctors, practice nurses, health care 

assistants, and assorted clinics. But the Virgin Care contract at LRMC also includes providing 'Community 
Services' – such as Community Nursing, Hospital at Home, Intermediate Care, Children's Health, Primary 

Mental Health, Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and a Social Worker, as well as the Minor Injuries Unit. 
Those services apply equally to all 8,782 registered residents across all three Practices. So what happens 

with the Community Services contract will affect us all.

What happens to the GP/medical contact at LRMC could also affect everyone. Will Virgin bid again for the 
combined contract it currently holds? You tell me. Intriguingly, the CCG considers possibly combining Lyme 

Regis and Charmouth GP practice lists (ie patients), GP services then being 'provided by one GP provider 
based at Lyme Regis Medical Centre with a practice at Charmouth'. (Don't panic: 'one GP provider' doesn't 

mean 'one GP'!) So how could that be possible given the current three independent 'provider' contracts? 

This might be a clue. The CCG has already linked the seven Practices covering Beaminster, Maiden 
Newton, Portesham, Bridport, Charmouth and Lyme into a 'Locality Group', sharing professional ideas and 

best practice. That's good. Six (all except Virgin at LRMC) also work together as 'Jurassic Coast Health Care 
Ltd', a Private Limited Company with Directors and shareholders from among the GPs involved. This 

company can, as a collective, bid to provide services, just as each GP 'business' within it can do so 
individually. NHS Health Checks, commissioned by Dorset Public Health, are already provided by this 

collective, dividing up the money pro rata according to checks done. 

Imagine this on a larger scale, bidding for and providing many more services. That would be a single 
provider, built from several GP Practices. Imagine, too, the collective administrative work …

With re-shaping under way, we must exercise our constitutional 'right to be involved'. LymeForward's Health 

& Wellbeing group of ten industrious volunteers, several with great NHS experience, has done groundwork 
to understand the exact detail of what primary care and community services are provided now in Lyme and 

Charmouth, as a basis for proposing improvements. It's in communication with the CCG, and with other 
helpful people.

This group, which I chair, now needs to better understand your experiences. What works well for you, of 

course. But to guide these potentially major changes in local health provision it's important to know what 
services may be missing, and what isn't working so well. Our area in the west of the county is untypical, with 

many special challenges. We must help the CCG to appreciate those. If we don't, the CCG will still be fine. 
But we won't.

So please let us have your stories and ideas, and soon. You can send them to me (chris@caboothroyd.net, 

or call 01297-442237) or contact the Patient Participation Group for your own GP Practice (see page 4).
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The patient voice for doctors

Did you know that each GP Practice has a 'Patient Participation Group'? This gives patients a chance to 
share their experiences and to influence how the surgery works. It also helps the GPs and administrative 

staff to better understand the strengths and possible weaknesses of the service they provide, and to keep 
patients up-to-date with developments.

Each PPG meets with the Practice Manager, and sometimes other members of staff, on a regular basis. 

Periodically the three PPGs get together for a joint discussion of matters common across all three Practices. 
These might include, for example, issues relating to the Community Services provided by Virgin Care across 

the whole of Lyme and Charmouth, or the current Clinical Commissioning Group review of how all primary 
care services are organised (see 'Another View' on page 14).

The 'voice' of the PPGs can only be as strong as the information they are given by their fellow patients. So 

here are the people to contact. 
For patients registered with:

Lyme Regis Medical Centre: David Edwards (david.edwards88@me.com / 01297-443696)
Lyme Bay Medical Practice - Kent House: Dave Hardman (david.uplyme@gmail.com / 01297-444799)

Charmouth Medical Practice: Joanna Scotton (joanna@goldcap.co.uk / currently not available by phone)
Or you could always drop an envelope into Practice reception, addressed to your contact-person with 'PPG' 

in brackets. 
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